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The Role of the Development Brief
The Piece Hall continues to offer a major
opportunity
to
capitalise
on
Halifax’s
heritage, improving the quality of place and
life for residents and visitors, and maximising
economic opportunity for the town.
The surrounding area could do much to
support and expand upon this opportunity
Understanding the distinctive character of
the Piece Hall and its environs will support
these ambitions and enhance the project’s
competitive advantage.
Coordinating the development of the
environs with the ambitions for the Piece
Hall and the town centre will maximise the
projects potential
Translating the demands of the Piece Hall
vision and the understanding of environs
character into planning and design guidance
will assist investors, entrepreneurs and local
communities in achieving the highest quality
and the best value.

The following document sets-out to understand the socio-economic and spatial opportunities
for the Piece Hall, and how the immediate area surrounding it [ the environs ] can support
these ambitions.
It is critical that any development should be based on economic intelligence, historic
sensitivity and design excellence.
The objectives of this document are to;
•

Understand, promote and co-ordinate the regeneration of the environs area
with the economic and spatial vision for the Piece Hall as developed in the
Streets Ahead and Halifax Town Centre masterplan documents and the current
HLF project.

•

Undertake comprehensive analysis of the environs area to define the distinctive
characteristics of the Piece Hall’s immediate urban fabric.

•

Develop a complimentary economic and spatial vision for the Piece Hall’s
Environs, based on the Piece Hall vision and the environs analysis

•

Outline key design guidance that will deliver this vision for the environs, ensuring
the respect, protection and interpretation of its character, and the delivery of
the ambitions of the Piece Hall’s vision in future development proposals

•

Minimise uncertainty for developers by establishing an objective urban design
framework for the local authority against which planning applications can be
systematically reviewed.

This document is intended to complement the Vision for the Piece Hall as developed within
the 2010 HLF submission, but also provides stand-alone guidance for the development of
this key area within Halifax Town Centre, independent of the Piece Hall HLF project. The
document has been developed by Designing Places at Yorkshire Forward in collaboration
with Calderdale Council and English Heritage towards adoption as Supplementary Planning
Guidance.
A draft version shall be issued for consultation in May 2011, with the ambition that the
document shall be adopted by the Council.
Following adoption, the document will form the principal means for evaluating planning
submissions and the associated design and access statements for projects within the defined
Piece Hall environs area [see page 20 ].
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" We need to make the Piece Hall and its wider
Renaissance Area the living hub of Halifax and a
regional, if not national, leisure and cultural destination "
Halifax Town Centre Masterplan, 2009

CGI image of the Piece Hall HLF Project scheme proposals [Stage 1 ]
Image © Iain Denby Ltd
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This section outlines the work previously
undertaken in developing a renaissance
vision for the Piece Hall, and considers the
opportunity for the surrounding ‘environs’.

		

Section A // The Story So Far
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1. Locating the Piece Hall and its Environs

Halifax

vibrant, attractive and accessible town making the most of its unique
“ aheritage
and landscape setting. The town centre is at the heart of Halifax’s
renaissance, with a diverse shopping experience, a well regarded cultural
offer and new places to live and learn. Together these will deliver a
prosperous and sustainable future
Halifax Town Centre Masterplan // BDP , 2009
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Halfiax Town Centre

Piece Hall

N

1.01

The illustration to the left is based on the work
of BDP’s town centre masterplan, appraising
the townscape character.

1.02

The town centre is reasonably compact and
well defined within a tight urban grain, but
suffers from a lack of connectivity with the
immediate rim and adjacent communities,
disrupted by the major arterial routes as
illustrated to the right.

1.03

The Piece Hall sits within the town centre’s
south-eastern quadrant, in close proximity
to the train station and the Eureka! Museum.
The towns retail core sits direct north and
west, running into the historic core

1.04

To the east lies a disjointed area of light
industrial and big-shed retail wrapping the
cohesive town centre in a swathe of poorly
define streets and spaces. This serves to
further disconnect the valley bottom - large
industrial area that has been identified for
significant future development.
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2.

The Evolving Vision for the Piece Hall’s Renaissance
In recent years there has been growing support for the renaissance of the Piece Hall, with a strong desire to capitalise on the international
significance of its heritage as a catalyst for the wider regeneration of Halifax. Work commissioned so far has sought to understand the
opportunity for the Piece Hall.

2.01

Since the inception of Halifax’s Renaissance Programme in 2003, a range of reports
have been prepared on the future of the Piece Hall, and its role in the economic,
social and spatial development of Halifax.

2.02

These reports comprise; The Halifax SDF (Strategic Development Framework) ‘Streets
Ahead’, the BDP Town Centre Masterplan and the Piece Hall HLF bid document.

2.03

In addition, a masterplan for the nearby Eureka! museum is pertinent to any
consideration of the Piece Hall and its surrounding environs

2.04

All of these reports have collectively concluded that to develop a deliverable,
sustainable role for the Piece Hall within Halifax’s future development must recognise
and maximise the synergy between the Piece Hall and its immediate townscape, in
order to capitalise on the Piece Hall’s strengths and to overcome its weaknesses.

4. Eureka! Masterplan
2009

P

Fig 01
iece Hall Environs
Development Brief

Diagram illustrating spatial extent of each of the relevant policy documents for
and its environs. Background image is the BDP town centre masterplan

1. Northgate
2. Horton Street Gateway
3. Rail Station Gateway
4. Piece Hall
5. Parish Church Quarter
6. Historic Core
the 7a.
Piece
HallRoad
Winding
7b. Broad Street
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Halifax SDF ‘Streets Ahead’ (2003)
2.05

Halifax Streets Ahead! is the Strategic Development Framework for Halifax, which has
guided the investment from Yorkshire Forwards Renaissance programme.

2.06

The SDF specifies seven key themes to achieve the economic development of the
town:
1 Recognising the unique landscape and making it accessible to all
2 Repopulating the valley bottom
3 Connecting Dean Clough Mill
4 Integrating West Central Halifax
5 A new life for Halifax heritage
6 Making the town centre a good place to walk around and through
7 Showing off the town, towards a lighting strategy

2.07

Under theme 5 ‘A new life for Halifax Heritage’, three historic buildings are identified
as key to the renaissance of the town centre; The Piece Hall, Somerset House and
Elsie Whitely Mill. Specifically, the document highlights the Piece Hall as the key focus
for a wide range of new uses to stimulate the town centre.

2.08

Furthermore, the SDF acknowledges that such a diversity of uses cannot exclusively
be accommodated within the confines of the building itself, and must include the
development of a series of new and reused buildings around the periphery, accessed
through the central courtyard. Essentially, the Piece Hall is described as a vestibule
for the wealth of new activities around it.
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Halifax Town Centre Masterplan (2008-9)
2.09

BDP were commissioned by Calderdale Council and Yorkshire Forward in 2008 to
develop a comprehensive town centre masterplan for Halifax. Building upon the
themes set out in the SDF, this masterplan has been adopted as a supplementary
planning document.

2.10

BDP’s masterplan focuses upon the development and integration of the town’s
distinctive built heritage alongside the stimulation of a renewed economic future for
the town.

Spatial Strategy
2.11

The masterplan’s spatial strategy establishes the Piece Hall as the ‘Town Square’ “at
the heart of Halifax, linked to and connecting, every facet of the town centre” The
principle defines the dominant functions within each of the four ‘quarters’ to focus
the offer in each area and ensure legibility for visitors and residents alike.

2.12

The Retail quarter develops a strong retail loop anchored by the Piece Hall, the
Westgate Arcade and the Town Hall with a potential new retail / bus station at
Northgate

2.13

The Leisure & Cultural quarter focuses on developing a tourism hub around the Piece
Hall, Eureka and the Minster! The development of complimentary facilities to support
this visitor agenda is crucial.

2.14

The Enterprise quarter looks to establish a defined centre for business growth,
supported by vibrant streetscapes accommodating smaller retail and leisure units
linking back into the Piece Hall.

2.15

The Minster quarter aspires to develop a centre for professional business ervices,
accommodating ‘front door’ businesses, and improving the setting of the Minster.

2.16

The Town Square becomes the heart space of these quarters, maximising footfall
to create vibrant and active space day and night. Permeability and connectivity of
the town centre’s public spaces underpins the entire strategy, to create an inclusive,
cohesive town centre.

P

1
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Fig 02
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Diagram illustrating the 4 quarters of the BDP spatial strategy, and the associated areas of
opportunity pertinent to the Piece Hall.
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Areas of Opportunity
2.17

The masterplan includes 15 designated ‘Opportunity Areas’, six of which are in close
proximity to the Piece hall and its environs. The pertinent aspects of the policy
applicable to developing the vision for the Piece Hall’s environs are outlined below;
Area 1 :

2.18

2.19

•

Strengthen north-south pedestrian links between Piece Hall/ Woolshops and
the bus station

•

Retain and refurbish the listed buildings on the site

2.21

Horton Street Gateway

New development to anchor the south side of Halifax town centre, increasing activity
and creating footfall through the Piece Hall.

Adjacent development sites : Re-develop the eastern apron : new
complimentary cultural / leisure uses
Minster Church

Improve and sensitively develop the Minster Church area with a distinct identity and
mixture of appropriate uses.
•

Remove and redevelop inappropriate infill development

•

Provide an active and attractive frontage to Winding Road

•

Improve east-west linkages to the Minster Church from the Woolshops and the
Piece Hall

•

Enhance links to/from the rail station and Eureka!

Area 8 :

Eureka / Station Gateway

•

Retain and refurbish the listed buildings to the east of the site;

Enhanced museum and station gateway with improved facilities and spaces linking
to the Piece Hall.

•

Create a direct north-south linkage to the Piece Hall

•

•

Ensure scale of development and massing blocks is appropriate and improves
permeability from the south into the town centre.

Retain or re-provide the Eureka! car parking as part of wider exercise to
consolidate town centre parking;

•

Provide strong views from the rail station towards both the Piece Hall and the
Minster Church;

Area 4 :
2.20

•

Area 7 :

Provision of larger, modern retail units as part of an expanded retail circuit
retention of the library within the site

Area 3 :

Permeability Improved access through at least one new entrance

Woolshops / Northgate

Expanded retail core to attract larger ‘high street’ retailers, and improve links between
retail core and the Piece Hall
•

•

2.22

Piece Hall

A new town square and civic hub for Halifax providing a spectacular venue for events
and activities throughout the year
•

Operation : 24 hour public access 365 days a year

•

Events : Develop a calendar of events for central space

•

Access: develop new user-friendly surface for square

•

Infrastructure : Upgrading of infrastructure for servicing of events

Area 15 :
2.23

Inner relief Road

Reduce the barrier effect of the inner relief road by improving the pedestrian
environment and making it safer for people to cross.
•

Downgrade the existing road and provide a more pedestrian friendly
environment

•

Narrowing of Square Road where possible

•

Use of super-crossings
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Eureka! Masterplan (2009)
2.24

A masterplan has been produced by Bauman Lyons Architects on behalf of Eureka!
Childrens museum to inform their development strategy for the next 15 years.

2.25

The master plan creates a coherent vision for the entire site from the main car park
to the far end of the Great Northern Shed, and centres on a review of internal and
external spaces to identify new programming and development options.

Environs
P iece Hall
Development Brief

2.26

Fig 03

The masterplan has particular significance for the Piece Hall environs;
•

The creation of a large area of high-quality public realm in close proximity to the
offer of the Piece Hall environs public spaces.

•

The aim of improving the physical linkages between the Eureka! site and Halifax
town centre to the benefit of both Eureka! and the town centre.

•

The ambition to cross-programme the two venues towards supporting a more
aligned and holistic visitor experience, and to extend the visitor stay and spend
within the town.

Eureka! masterplan Visualisation. Image courtesy of Bauman Lyons Architects
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Piece Hall HLF bid (2009)
2.27

The HLF first round application describes a new vision for the Piece Hall; outlining
where this historic asset of national significance can confront its un-realised potential
in terms of visitor numbers, audience diversity and engagement with heritage.

2.28

In essence, the bid described an approach primarily focused on the Piece Hall building
itself. The bid proposal sought “...to inform, educate and engage with as wide an
audience as possible through conservation and interpretation of our heritage asset...”

2.29

Conservation would involve sensitive repair and maintenance, whilst interpretation
describes the vision for provision of heritage learning opportunities.

2.30

2.31

Fig 04

Photo perspective of HLF Stage 1 Bid for the Piece Hall

Central to the vision is the proposal to transform the accessibility of the building for
all members of society. This would be achieved in the following ways:
•

Resurface and landscape the courtyard, to create a welcoming environment
which will enhance visitors’ experience of the building and encourage people to
engage with the heritage.

•

Consideration of options for a new ‘fourth gateway’ in the east elevation, which
would improve connectivity between the town centre, Piece Hall and the valley
bottom and train station.

A strategic brief for the Piece Hall Environs was included within the HLF submission,
recognising the importance of the surrounding area to supporting the vision for the
Piece Hall.
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These preceding strategic planning documents are all underpinned by the existing
Calderdale planning guidance. For the purposes of comprehensiveness this is
summarised in the following section, to provide a brief overview of national and local
policies bearing on the development of the Piece Hall environs.

3.02

Each of these policies should be taken into account by all proposals requiring planning
consent, Conservation Area consent and/or Listed Building consent within any of the
defined Piece Hall environs development sites.

3.03

The Piece Hall is the only remaining cloth hall in Europe, and thus represents an
extremely eminent asset of local, regional, national and international importance.
It is therefore imperative that any development of the Piece Hall site itself, and/
or the development of any sites adjacent or in proximity within the Town centre
Conservation area, recognises this importance and seeks to support and enhance
this key resource.
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Fig 05

Plan of Piece Hall and Environs Illustrating Current Planning Policies
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National Policy
3.04

Developments will need to comply with all national planning policy, and of particular
significance PPS5, recognising the importance of developing and enhancing heritage
assets such as the Piece Hall to support sustainable growth.

Local Policy
3.08

Calderdale Metropolitan Borough Council are currently developing their LDF, which is
due for adoption in 2012/2013. During this transitional time period, all development
proposals will be evaluated against both the existing replacement Calderdale UDP
(2006) and the emerging policy documents of the CMBC LDF.

3.09

The following UDP policies are of particular importance when considering
development of the Piece Hall and its environs:

Key documents include:
Planning Policy Statement 1 (Delivering Sustainable Development):
3.05

Delivering Sustainable Development sets out the Government’s over-arching
planning policies on achieving sustainable development. The main aims of PPS1 are
to promote sustainable and inclusive forms of development through the planning
system. Significantly, PPS 1 recognises the value of historical legacy in creating a
distinctive local economy, by requesting that planning policy protects and enhances
the quality of the historic environment and respectfully integrates new development
into the existing urban form.
Planning Policy Statement 4 (Planning for sustainable economic growth)

3.06

Planning for Town Centres sets out the Government’s key objectives to promote
the vitality and viability of our town centres, by planning for the growth and
development of new centres, and promoting and enhancing existing ones. PPS 6
importantly emphasises the need to promote high quality and inclusive design of
the built environment and public realm in order to improve the character and quality
of our town centres (pg 6, 14) and similarly to PPS1, advocates the protection and
enhancement of architecture and elements of historic heritage of own centres, as a
means of furthering economic development.

Planning Policy Statement 5 (Planning for the Historic Environment):
3.07

Planning for the Historic Environment seeks to highlight the value of the historic
environment in creating sustainable places, and the contribution it makes to our
cultural, social and economic life. In particular, the statement highlights the role of
heritage assets in place-shaping, and the positive contribution that conservation of
heritage assets and the historic environment generally can make to the establishment
and maintenance of sustainable communities and economic vitality of our towns and
cities. Importantly, PPS 5 also recognises that intelligently managed change may
sometimes be necessary if heritage assets are to be maintained for the long term.

GBE 1 (The Contribution of design to the Built Environment)

3.10

All new development will be required to achieve high standards of design that makes
a positive contribution to the quality of the local environment.

3.11

All new development should protect and enhance the district’s architectural and
historic heritage, landscape, amenity and special character.

3.12

This document defines these characteristics in its analysis section, and provides
guidance on an urban design and architectural design approach for development
sites that responds to these characteristics.
Design & Access statements for proposals shall be reviewed against this documents
guidance section. Should a scheme diverge from this guidance they should justify how
their alternative approach achieves an equivalent contextual response to the defined
architectural and urban design characteristics as outlined in the analysis section.
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•

BE 1 – BE 7 (The Historic Built Environment)
3.13

This range of policies seeks to ensure that development proposals make a positive
contribution to the quality of the historic environment.
Including (but not limited to) ;
•

BE1 the application of appropriate design principles (e.g. layout, scale, height,
density, form, massing, preservation of key views and vistas)

•

BE3

Good quality landscaping

•

BE5

Intelligent highways and access which respects the local character

•

BE7 CCTV or Area Lighting systems which preserve or enhance the existing
environment

Reference the Town Centre Conservation Area Appraisal.

T1 (Travel Plans) and T18 (Parking Provisions)
3.15

BE14 – 18 (Development of Listed Buildings)
3.14

Policies BE14 - 17 guide the development of listed buildings and their environs. The
range of policies covers;
•

BE14 The appropriate and respectful alteration and extension of listed buildings

•

BE15 The appropriate siting, scale, design or nature of a new development
within the setting of listed buildings (particularly relevant when considering the
‘Piece Hall plus’ development)

•

BE16 Change of use of a listed buildings

•

BE17 Demolition of a listed building

•

BE18 (Development within a Conservation Area)

Environs
P iece Hall
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Halifax Town centre is a designated conservation area, and as such policy BE18
seeks to preserve and enhance this by regulating any new development and
proposals involving the alteration or extension of a building in or within the area.
According to the policy, development must, amongst other things, respect the
characteristics of the buildings within the area, through consideration of form,
design, scale, methods of construction and materials.

Travel Plans are required in connection with all development proposals in order to
spread the demand for transport services and highway space, reduce congestion,
traffic growth and pollution, increase the efficient use of the transport network, and
enhance the quality of life for all. Similarly, parking provisions must relate well in
scale and character to the locality. This will be a key consideration with regards to
the Piece Hall, as successful development of this site will greatly increase the number
of visitors to the area.
E1 Primary Employment Area

3.16

Is this a primary employment area? Refers to this policy in HLF bid, but UDP proposals
map suggests not.

E11 Hotels, Motels and Other Visitor Accommodation
3.17

To support the development of the Piece Hall as a major attraction, consideration will
need to be given to Policy E11, which sets out the guidelines for the development
of visitor accommodation. According to the policy, visitor accommodation must be
appropriate in scale, character and function to the locality, accessible by good quality
public transport and not result in any environmental, amenity, safety, highway or
other problems being created.
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3.18

E22 The Piece Hall

permitted unless they would either:-

Policy E22 of the replacement Calderdale UDP states that the Piece Hall in Halifax
will be developed and promoted, having regard to the historic and architectural
importance of the building and its role in the regeneration of Halifax town centre.

create a continuous frontage of more than two non Class A1 uses, or exceed 15m of
continuous frontage in non-Class A1 use; or result in more than about 15% of the
total length of street frontage in any one street of any one block being in non-Class
A1 use.

CF10 Major Leisure/Entertainment Uses
3.19

S7 (Secondary); Proposals for the development/redevelopment or change of use
of ground floor premises in retail use (Class A1) to uses not within Class A1 will be
permitted unless they would either:-

Policy CF10 will be of significance, should a proposal for Major Leisure/Entertainment
use be considered for the Piece Hall or its environs. This policy sets out the key
requirements for such a development, including the need for development to
be demonstrated, good access by quality public transport, scale of development
appropriate to role of centre and catchment area, alongside the requirement for any
development to preserve or enhance the Conservation Area and not adversely affect
any listed buildings or their settings. Furthermore, development must not create any
unacceptable environmental, amenity, traffic, safety or other problems.

create a continuous frontage of more than three non-Class A1 uses, or exceed 21m
of continuous frontage in non-Class A1 use; or result in more than about 30% of the
total length of street frontage in any one street of any one block being in non-Class
A1 use.

S8 (Tertiary); Proposals for the development/redevelopment or change of use of
ground floor premises in retail use (Class A1) will be permitted except where they
would lead to more than 50% of the length of the street frontage of any block being
in non-retail use .

S2 Criteria for assessing retail developments
3.20

Applications for all retail developments within the District will be assessed on the
basis of several criteria. When considering the Piece Hall and its environs, this policy
states that the development must preserve or enhance the Conservation Areas and
demonstrate no adverse affect to Listed Buildings or their settings. Furthermore,
proposals must relate to the role, scale and character of the town centre and the
catchment the development is intended to serve.

S6 – S8 (Primary, Secondary, Tertiary retail frontage)
3.21

Policies S6 -S8 set out requirements for Primary, Secondary or Tertiary retail frontages
and must be considered when exploring retail development within the Piece Hall and
its environs.
The specific requirements of such policies are as follows:
S6 (Primary); Proposals for the development/redevelopment or change of use of
ground floor premises in retail use (Class A1) to uses within Class A2 and A3 will be

S12 Halifax Residential Amenity Area
3.22

Policy S12 sets out the planning requirements with regards to the amenity of existing
or potential residential premises. The policy states that all development should
respect the amenity of the area so that residents are not subject to unacceptable
noise, smells or disturbance, particularly late at night.
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4.

Defining The Environs
The role of this document is to understand how the immediate area surrounding the Piece Hall can spatially and economically support
the Piece Hall’s emerging vision. The Piece Hall ‘environs’ are thus understood as those immediate buildings, development sites and
public space that could support the Piece Hall in achieving a sustainable business model, and a socially, environmentally and economically successful place.

4.01

The analysis of the spatial characteristics of Halifax town centre ( as described in
section 2 ) has allowed a clear definition of the Piece Hall’s environs area;
•

This environs area is understood as the immediate streets / spaces that lead into
the Piece Hall, and the building plots that enclose and thus define these streets
and spaces.

•

Together these buildings and spaces form a visually coherent and legible
‘quarter’ whose historical use, operation and identity directly relates to the
socio-economic roles of the Piece Hall throughout its history.

•

The diagram opposite illustrates the red line boundary of this environs area, to
which the analysis and guidance of this document is intended to apply.

•

In addition to these more immediate spaces, the defined environs area also
includes the train station and the Eureka site, as these sites could inform the
programming of the environs sites and the Piece Hall. These major buildings also
enclose the south eastern corner of the environs area.

•

The area also includes for the purposes of clarity and rationale, the entire
Woolshops development to the north of the Piece Hall, and the shared service
yard access which is directly adjacent to the Piece Hall. While there are no plans
currently for the redevelopment of the Woolshops, it is imperative that planning
policy establishes the principles for any such development in the future, to
ensure it supports the ambitions and business model for the Piece Hall.

Environs
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4.02

Key development Sites
•

Within the environs area are identified ‘Key Development Sites’. These are sites
that are considered to provide a significant and realisable opportunity for redevelopment to support the vision for the Piece Hall’s renaissance. See page
page 22 - for further details of these sites.

21

Planned Sites - Already in development
Key Development Sites Potential Development Sites

N

Fig 06

Diagram to Illustrate the Piece Hall Environs
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5.

Assembling the Pieces:
The environs area includes a number of projects actively being developed, together with a number of feasible ‘key development sites’.
The following pages introduce these projects and sites and put them in the context of the Piece Hall Environs concept.

Active Projects

A.

The Piece Hall HLF Project

B.

Square Chapel Theatre Project

C.

Thomas Street Site 1 - MyPlace Project

D.

Eureka ! Masterplan Development

5
4

1.

Thomas Street Site 2

2.

Horton Street

3.

Square Church Site

4.

Museum Store

5.

Hatters Fold Site

B

C
2
1
N

Environs
P iece Hall
Development Brief

3

A

Key Development Sites

Fig 07

Development Sites Within the Piece Hall Environs

D
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Fig 08

Perspective of the Piece Hall and Key development Sites
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Active Projects

Square Chapel Theatre Project [B]
STATUS: Planning Permission granted ( RIBA E )
5.01

An innovative proposal has been developed for the refurbishment and extension of
the existing Grade 2* Square Chapel Theatre.
•

State of the art performance space, hospitality suite and back stage facility

•

Extended range of performances and use as a community hub

•

Proposed development breaks through south eastern wall of the Piece Hall,
using the central courtyard as a ‘foyer’ for the Arts Centre.

•

Vital to increase activity on the south eastern edge of the Piece Hall particularly
during evenings throughout the week when other surrounding uses are less
active.

Environs
P iece Hall
Development Brief

Fig 09

Illustrations of Square Chapel proposals provided by Robert Evans Architects ©
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Active Projects

Thomas Street Site 1 - MyPlace Project [C]
STATUS:

Fig 10

Photo perspective of MyPlace proposals provided by Studio BAAD ©

5.02

Square Chapel Centre for the Arts has been leading a partnership of agencies across
Calderdale to develop a scheme for DCSF funded MyPlace project. The project has
been developed with young people in the area with the aim of building ‘world class’
facilities for children and young people in Halifax. The project has been titled ‘The
Orangebox: Young People’s Centre’.

5.03

The Orangebox will be world class in terms of location, its unique design, its range
of activities and the manner of its delivery. It will be a physical reflection of a greater
inclusion of young people within the renaissance of Halifax. The Orangebox will help
to drive forward the social, economic and cultural regeneration of the town with the
energy, vision and vitality of young people.

5.04

The design of the Orangebox Young People’s Centre will aim to embrace the most
sustainable technologies, advise on resource and waste issues and promote the reuse and recycling of materials in both the facility’s initial development and longerterm ethos.

5.05

The facility will act as a catalyst for the full involvement of young people in Halifax
society. The links with the Healthy Towns Initiative, Enterprising Calderdale, The
Halifax Town Master Plan and the full support of the Children and Young People’s
Services Management Group, (Children’s Trust) will underpin this project.

5.06

This project will offer a wide range of arts, media, sports and enterprise activities, led
by and often delivered by young people. It will provide a quality contribution to the
Positive Activities agenda, linking to Square Chapel, Piece Hall and Spring Hall (track,
field and outdoor sports facility). Providing support services, including counselling
and advice, it will be closely linked to Integrated Youth Support in Calderdale. All
activities will be delivered with the significant and meaningful participation of young
people, who will be provided with training, resources and mentoring to ensure their
influence.

5.07

It will be a young people’s enterprise offering the chance to develop their own
services, activities and businesses in response to their own needs.
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Prospective Development Sites

Thomas Street Site 2 [1]
5.08

814 m2 Approx.
This site incorporates a block of warehousing which would have directly supported
the trading of the Piece Hall, with an adjacent area of land for a new build. The
3/4 storey stone and slate construction typifies the typology, and is an attractive
opportunity for a range of medium-scale uses.
•

Dual aspect location facing both Horton St. & Thomas St

•

Excellent potential footfall

•

Potential for new build scheme

Environs
P iece Hall
Development Brief

Horton Street [2]
5.09

514 m2 Approx.
This gap site is sandwiched between Horton Street and Blackledge, with significant
opportunities in scale and footfall to support a wide range of uses including retail,
commercial, residential and hotel.
•

Cleared site

•

Excellent location close to train station

•

Dual aspect onto Horton Street and Blackledge

•

Potential to accommodate parking on site.
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Prospective Development Sites

Square Church Site [3]
5.10

1680.5 m2 Approx.
The Square Tower site sits adjacent to the Square Chapel and the PIece Hall, belonging
to the church that replaced the Square Chapel in 1858. The Square Church was closed
in 1969 and destroyed by fire in 1971, leaving only the 235 ft tall Gothic tower and
parts of the adjoining wall intact. Both the Spire and ruins are Grade 2* Listed.
These remaining features could provide a strong character for the redevelopment
of the site, but would need a sensitive and innovative approach to integrate the two
architectures into a workable footprint.
•

Distinctive heritage features would provide iconic landmark for new
development

•

Potential to develop with adjacent Museum store site

•

Potential to plug into the rear of the Piece Hall, maximising access, footfall and
footprints

28
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Prospective Development Sites

Museum Store [4]
5.11

873.7 m2 Approx.
The museum site incorporates the 3 storey red brick warehouse directly abutting
the Piece Hall, and running down to Square Road. The museum is currently closed,
however the building is believed to be structurally sound and watertight.
•

The building provides generous floor-ceiling heights

•

Reasonably versatile footprint, accommodating range of uses

•

Predominant South West aspect

•

Existing connection to Piece hall could be utilised

•

Piece Hall is only 3 storeys adjacent to site , limiting height

•

Long and thin footprint may hinder some uses

•

Active facade critical at ground floor level

Environs
P iece Hall
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Hatters Fold [5]
5.12

1592.7 m2 Approx.
The site currently accommodates a drive through fast-food restaurant on a fixed
leasehold. Located to the immediate north-west of the Piece Hall itself, the site offers
the largest of the adjacent sites, and is thus extremely flexible in its accommodation
of uses. Previous work and discussions have suggested a hotel use.
•

Large site provides significant flexibility

•

Potential to incorporate concealed parking within the footprint of the site

•

Directly abuts the Piece Hall, with opportunity to plug-in.

•

Opportunity to compliment the Piece Hall offer in the evening

•

Prominent location on Winding Road/Square Road

•

Activation of Hatters Fold to the North of Piece Hall desirable.
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Other sites :
5.13

Whilst the study has identified the most significant development sites, it is also worth
noting that a number of secondary development sites exist within in the area, which
could support further economic development of existing businesses and enhance the
synergy with the Piece Hall.

Square Road ‘Infill’ Sites
5.14

As development pressure builds from the potential investment in the Piece Hall and
the surrounding sites, secondary sites should be anticipated in the immediate area.
Planning policy should seek to influence through pro-active guidance in support of
the urban design and economic development aspirations set out in the SDF, Town
Centre masterplan and this brief.
A number of well sized development plots exist along Square Road, and would offer
the potential to much improve the pedestrian experience and definition of the street
along this busy arterial route.
Currently many of these sites are in use as parking, however in the longer term these
could be built out and should be considered.

Blackledge
5.15

The properties lying between Blackedge and Horton Street provide a range of small
‘front door’ retail, commercial and leisure uses. The majority of these sites primarily
address Horton Street, to the detriment of Blackedge, however with the implications
of the surrounding development, these sites should be encouraged and enabled
to front both streets. Although small scale, these developments could do much to
support the development of a clear legible route along Blackledge.
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The following section provides a comprehensive spatial
analysis of the Piece Hall Environs. The ambition is to
define the essential character of the Piece Hall’s environs
so this can be embedded in the future development of a
distinctive, sustainable part of Halifax town centre.
The historical legacy:
			
			

Urban Morphology of the Piece Hall and its environs including;
- Development of a street network
- Evolution of the urban grain

The environs today :
			
			
			
			

The Planning Policy Context
Townscape Legibility
Street Hierarchy & Typology
Plot Widths
Building Heights

			
			
			
			

Architectural Massing & Form
Key Architectural typologies including;
- Facade articulation
- Architectural detailing

Section B // Contextual Analysis
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6.

Urban Morphology of the Piece Hall and its Environs
1850

6.01

Narrative
As a stunning combination of commerce and culture, and a national icon, in its first
35 years (post construction in 1779) the Piece Hall thrived.
As the Industrial Revolution re-defined the textile industry, shifting the emphasis
from the old cottage industry of small scale manufacturers to that of modern, large
scale mill production, the need for this type of market hall began to die.
By the early 1830s less than 200 of the 315 rooms were occupied.
The Piece Hall Committee began to let the building for political meetings and a variety
of public events.
Figure Ground Analysis
The Square to the north of the Piece Hall, bounded by high quality housing and the
assembly rooms, was the initial driver behind the positioning of the building. This
axis, including the north entrance, is the principle connector between the Piece Hall
and the town centre.
The western entrance provides alternate access and a strong contrast between the
largely medieval street pattern, characterized by a tight urban grain, of the town and
the elegant ‘foyer’ within the Piece Hall.

N

Figure Ground Plan

There is a significant amount of green space immediately to the North and East of
the Piece Hall, corresponding to the lack of urban density in the figure ground on
the opposite side to the main town centre. A lack of entrance on the East side of the
building reinforces that it is the ‘back’ of the structure.

Historic
Square

Buildings and light industry are closely associated with the external perimeter of the
Piece Hall on those facades that have an immediate relationship with a tight urban
grain.

ge

Blackled

Street Layout
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Fig 11

Urban morphology Layouts 1850

Land Use

CIVIC
Civic
RESIDENTIAL
Residential
COMMERCIAL
Commercial
WORKS / WAREHOUSE
Works
/ Warehouse
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1890
6.02

Narrative
Halifax expands rapidly, during mature period of the Industrial revolution when
technological and economic progress gained momentum
As its original purpose continued to decline, the Piece Hall nevertheless enjoyed a
period of some 50 years when the broader uses it hosted placed it centrally at the
heart of public and community life in the district.
That broader ‘ownership’ by the wider community (and the strong sense of civic pride
this fostered) is thought to be a key factor in the building’s survival throughout the
19th century.
In 1867 it was agreed that the Piece Hall could no longer pay its way, and ownership
passed to the Halifax corporation who decided the piece hall would be best used as a
wholesale market – the South entrance was modified to provide the principle access
to support the new market.
Figure Ground Analysis
Increased industrial presence (Light industry / warehouses) is reflected in the in the
figure ground which becomes more dense, predominantly to the east and south.

N

Halifax railway station is moved to a site immediately south east of the Piece Hall.
The railway now has a significant impact on the social and economic life of the town.

Figure Ground Plan

Square Church has been constructed on the same axis as square chapel, immediately
to the north.
Elevated seating appears in Piece Hall, a product of the evolving use as a multipurpose
events space and civic building.

Historic
Square

Since 1850 There has been an increase in built development that directly relates to
the external façade of the Piece Hall, especially in the south west corner
Infill development along Blackledge clearly defines this street, which now plays an
important role in the Piece Hall as a wholesale market.

ge

Blackled

Key
Changes

Civic
Residential
Commercial
WORKS
Works/ WAREHOUSE
/ Warehouse
CIVIC

KEY
CHANGES

RESIDENTIAL

COMMERCIAL

Street Layout

Fig 12

Urban morphology Layouts 1890

Land Use
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1933
6.03

Narrative
As the Piece Hall continued to be used primarily as a wholesale market during
the early part of the 20th century, gradually the grandeur of the building became
occluded behind the day to day activities within
By the late 1920s there was a growing feeling that the Piece Hall deserved a better
use than as a wholesale market, and it was scheduled as an Ancient Monument
in 1928. The problem of relocating the wholesale market proved insuperable and
various alternative-use schemes were shelved.
Figure Ground Analysis
As the town begins to consolidate after the growth associated with the industrial
revolution, the urban blocks become more refined.
There is a slight increase in the density of the urban form, specifically within the
immediate surrounds of the Piece Hall building
Three stone buildings, necessary for the wholesale market, can clearly be seen within
the Piece Hall ‘foyer’ undermining the character of this grand civic space.
Construction of the new Borough Market to the north west of the Piece Hall helps to
consolidate a distinctive town centre.
Loss of the green space to the north of the Piece Hall, adjacent to the historic
square, begins to undermine the significance of this historic heart, downgrading the
importance of the north entrance

N

Figure Ground Plan

The figure ground has become more dense to the north east of the Piece Hall and
numerous new buildings butt up to the structure. The present day Museum store
is clearly visible and a works site has developed on the adjacent present day Burger
King plot.

Historic
Square

An industrial focus also begins to develop south of Horton Street.
ge

Blackled
St
Horton

KEY
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Fig 13

Urban morphology Layouts 1933

Land Use
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1976
6.04

Narrative
By the early 1970s the Piece Hall was at its lowest ebb. The positive attitude towards
modernisation that was undermining the historic heart of many northern towns and
cities, fuelled a serious wave of support to demolish the obsolete Piece Hall to make
way for a new shopping centre and car park.
The building survived by a single, deciding vote at a council meeting in 1972 and
the council stated its commitment to restore the Piece Hall as a civic heart of the
community.
The Piece Hall was granted a Grade I listing as the only example of this building
typology left.
The wholesale market buildings were removed, the building carefully restored and
then reopened to the public in 1976. For a period of some 15 years, the Piece Hall
operated successfully as a tourist attraction and retailing, cultural and entertainment
venue.
Square Church became surplus to requirements and closed in 1969. It was
subsequently destroyed by fire in 1971.

N

Figure Ground Analysis
The internal square of the Piece Hall is restored as a grand civic space through the
removal of the wholesale market buildings and temporary modifications.

Figure Ground Plan

The historic square immediately to the north is finally eroded and replaced by a car
park, undermining the original north access and this relationship to the town centre.
There is a reduction in urban density to the immediate north and east of the Piece
Hall, primarily a consequence of a reduction in the number of buildings that have
a relationship with the external façade of the Piece Hall, and of the loss of Square
Church.

Car Park

St
Thomas

ate

g
West

The figure ground also begins to fracture around Blackledge / south side of piece hall,
as old industrial buildings become increasingly unnecessary

ge

Blackled
St
Horton

Key
Changes

KEY
CHANGES

Street Layout

Fig 14

Urban morphology Layouts 1976

Land Use
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Civic
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COMMERCIAL
Commercial
WORKS / WAREHOUSE
Works
/ Warehouse

The loss of Thomas St to the north of Westgate, and ultimately a historic urban block,
undermines the connectivity of the Piece Hall and the town centre to the west – This
represents the most significant change in street pattern to affect the Piece Hall in its
history. The large, modern council building erected makes no effort to engage with
the Piece Hall, consistent with the progressive attitude of that period.
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2010
6.05

Narrative
Whilst the Piece Hall enjoyed a successful period in its renewed guise as civic and
cultural centre, this proved impossible to maintain, mainly due to changes in social
attitudes to shopping – out of town shopping centres and the relaxation of Sunday
trading law.
Whilst the Piece Hall is still a great source of civic pride for people in the town, and
still remains a popular attraction and events space, it is not in a position to adequately
deliver on its potential.
Major conservation improvements and a re-imagination of the business plan are
deemed essential to the long term viability of this tremendous town asset.
Figure Ground Analysis
There is a significant fracturing of the figure ground to the east of the Piece Hall,
this loss of density coinciding with the major infrastructure improvements to Square
Road.
There is a significant loss of buildings with a direct relationship to the external façade
of the Piece Hall which is now almost isolated for the first time since construction.
A major car park and shopping development is now present immediately to the north
of the Piece Hall, yet fails to make a positive connection, instead a service road now
dictates the atmosphere around the historic north entrance.

N

Figure Ground Plan

Square Chapel and Square Church are allowed to deteriorate despite their prominent
position as a key, historic gateway to the town when arriving via train.
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Fig 15

Urban morphology Layouts 2010

Land Use
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Summary of the Environs Morphology
6.06

It is clear that the historic assets; Piece Hall, Square Chapel and Square Church, could
have driven Halifax’s regional and national distinctiveness (and thus competitiveness)
but instead, they have been neglected, even shunned in favour of a focus on generic
retail and commercial activity. However, the historical analysis shows that the urban
integrity of these structures remains, and with an approach to mixed use densification
and connectivity, the Piece Hall could very easily come to dominate commercial,
cultural and civic life in the town.

6.07

A further summary, below has been provided by:
Chris Edwards
Architect (ARB). M.Phil. MBA(dist). IHBC
Principal Conservation Officer, Calderdale Council
‘The architecture of central Halifax owes much to the entrepreneurial spirit of
the Crossley and Akroyd family dynasties, although clearly the earlier period of
Elizabethan and Jacobean styles and the mid Georgian period of wool merchant
wealth had its specific influence in iconic buildings such as Square Chapel, Piece Hall
and Somerset House.
The urban grain which has emerged and which still influences both the pedestrian
experience and the architectural comprehension is of a Renaissance grid in layout and
massing with an understood set height for the main core, which then has focus points
at its extremes - the Halifax Building Society (Building Design Partnership c. 1973)
tetrahedron at its southern end and the Westminster Bank (1926) and Charles Barry’s
undefinable Town Hall(c 1875 tbc) providing a curiously unsatisfying tension of a bifocal , bi - polar town at its northern end, with no natural central point. The Piece Hall
sits unassumingly below this visual line, but once found, it remains an unforgettable
experience of place, architecture and industry, long -gone. It provides a much need
open space and its environs now must heed the call to inject a people-experience and
a critical mass that will make it work for its living.’
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7. Townscape Legibility // Views, Landmarks, Enclosure and Orientation
7.01

Townscape legibility assesses the strengths and weaknesses of the current built
environment. This may be understood in terms of;
Orientation :
			
			
			

What are the local landmarks and key views which 		
help locals and visitors to orientate themselves 			
within the town, and signpost their routes to other 		
areas of the town centre ?

Scene-setting :
			
			

What are the unique features of the streets and 			
landscape which make the area distinctive, 			
and need to be protected ?

7.02

A series of ‘landmarks’ are identified based on their distinctive and physical
characteristics, which are most generally used by visitors to orientate themselves.

7.03

A series of key views along the principle routes through the Piece Hall environs are
determined.

7.04

The facades lining the streets are also assessed in terms of the enclosure and
definition of the public streets and spaces.

1
Arrival from the train station

Environs
P iece Hall
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2
Arriving at bottom of Blackledge

3
Southern gateway entrance space

7.05

The analysis reveals the area to the east of the Piece Hall surrounding Square road is
particularly poorly defined with inconsistent building heights and poorly placed new
buildings set in the centre of plots.

7.06

The key views identified opposite should be protected and enhanced to ensure the
landmark features of the Square Church spire, the Square Chapel, Beacon Hill and the
Piece Hall Entrances remain prominent.

7.07

The most critical of all these views is from the Piece hall past the Spire and up to
Beacon Hill. This is a picture postcard view for both the Piece Hall and the town itself.

4
View from Westgate

5
Northern gateway arrival from Woolshops

6
Picture Postcard: Spire and Beacon Hill
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Plan of Piece Hall and Environs Illustrating Current Townscape Legibility
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8. Street Hierarchy & Typology
8.01

The diagram to the left assesses the spatial qualities (scale, width, activity and use) of
the public streets and spaces surrounding the Piece Hall, to determine the type and
character of public spaces within the environs.

8.02

Through determining what makes these spaces distinctive, we can programme this
into the design principles of future development sites to enhance the legibility of the
townscape and the perception and experience of visitors to Halifax and the Piece Hall
environs.

Berwick St

s Fold

er
Hatt

Alfred St East

are
Squ

Albion

The analysis reveals the inherent weakness of the arterial Square Road / Charles
Street, which is particularly poorly defined along its length through large infill sites,
and new development pulling back from the footpath to create a large ‘leaky’ route.

d
Roa

8.05

St

These streets tend to open out at the Piece Hall entrances to create small ‘entry
spaces’, working well as a pausing point before entry in the main space. The small
scale and intimacy of these streets and the buildings that line them work well in
contrasting with the large open nature of the Piece Hall. This feature of the
streetscape could be enhanced through further development on infill sites to create
drama and delight in the approach and journey towards and through the Piece Hall
environs.

Charles

8.04

re
Squa

The Piece Hall ‘Square’ provides a grand civic space at the heart of the area,
surrounded by secondary streets leading into the Piece Hall entrances. Blackledge is
a particularly characterful example.
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Fig 17

Plan of Piece Hall and Environs Illustrating Street Hierarchy
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9. Plot Widths
Predominantly impenetrable urban blocks divided into small plots at street
level, participating in defined streetscape
THE HISTORIC CORE

9.01

The diagram to the left considers the key plot characteristics that typify this piece of
urban fabric. Plot width analysis is useful to understand how legible and penetrable a
piece of urban fabric is and can be used to clearly highlight areas that could do more
to enhance the experience of the user.

9.02

The analysis reveals that this area is predominantly dominated by two distinct types
of urban plot relating directly to urban morphology. On the one hand, we have the
Historic Core and on the other, the Warehouse Building Typology.

9.03

The Historic Core comprises relatively large urban blocks that are divided at street
level into narrow plots to accommodate retail functions. Whilst these blocks are
relatively impenetrable, their active participation in meaningful streetscape reduces
the perceived scale back to that associated with a comfortable human experience.

9.04

The Warehouse Building Typology describes an autonomous condition of
predominantly isolated buildings of imposing scale in terms of plot and height. Whilst
this condition is highly permeable, the disjointed nature of the buildings combined
with their scale undermine the notion of streetscape and the human experience. The
typology is an important part of the historic fabric of Halifax, but could benefit from
a density and street definition characterised by the historic core.

9.05

The diagram clearly illustrates that the Piece Hall resides within an ‘edge’ condition
where the historic core begins to fracture. This leaves plenty of scope for flexibility
in terms of architectural solution, but this must be underpinned by an ambition to
expand the historic core; to rebuild this piece of urban fabric reconnecting the town
centre with the train station and valley bottom development opportunities.

Large Urban Block // Narrow Plot Width at Street Level - participates in defined streetscape
Large Urban Block // Wide Plot - defined by blank facade and poor participation in meaningful streetscape
Small Urban Block // Narrow Plot Width at Street Level - participates in defined streetscape

Autonomous Urban Block // Autonomous Plot - poor participation in meaningful streetscape

N

Fig 18

THE WAREHOUSE BUILDING TYPOLOGY
Predominantly autonomous warehouse buildings, easily penetrable, poor
participation in defined streetscape

Plan of Piece Hall and Environs Illustrating Current Townscape Legibility
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10. Building Heights & Topography
10.01 The Piece Hall has had a significant influence on the heights and massing of
surrounding development throughout its history.
10.02 The measured storeys only include full storeys, and do not account for roof storeys.
10.03 The relatively low 2/3 storey Piece Hall building has thus ensured a low townscape
immediately around the site, with generally 2/3 storey buildings surrounding it on
all sides.

Causeway
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10.04 4 storey buildings have developed on the main roads of Horton Street and Market /
Union Street

St

10.05 The notable exceptions to this pattern are the Square Church Spire and the office
block between the north west corner of the Piece Hall and Market Street. The office
block is particularly unfortunate in its quality being disproportionate to its prominent
position.
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Fig 19

Plan of Piece Hall and Environs Illustrating Building Heights

CONTOUR MAP
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10.06 The gradient of the topography does allow
for more storeys further down the hill, to the
east of the Piece Hall, without compromising
the defined views or integrity of the
streetscape. However the relative homogeny
of 3/4 storey blocks within the area supports
the clear identity and character of the Piece
Hall environs’ streets and spaces and should
be recognised and generally enforced.

BEACON HILL

SECTION AA
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11. Architectural Massing and Form
11.01 The diagram below illustrates the combination of plot width and building height
when considering solely the massing of the built forms.
11.02 This serves to reinforce the distinction between the Historic Core and the fringe
condition characterised by the Warehouse Building Typology. The Historic Core
comprises a typically dense urban grain with defined streetscapes. To the foreground
of this diagram, it is clear that the Warehouse Buildings are typically autonomous,
and whilst being of a robust and appropriate scale, struggle to define any sense of
streetscape.

Environs
P iece Hall
Development Brief

Fig 21

Massing & volume diagram of the environs
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12. Key Architectural Typologies
Chapters 9-11 have shown that the Piece Hall lies within an ‘edge’ condition, where the historic core of Halifax begins to fracture and
a condition of autonomous warehouse buildings define the urban fabric further east, down towards the valley bottom. These two key
architectural typologies should inform the future contemporary development of the Piece Hall Environs and this chapter seeks to explain
both in more architectural detail.

The Historic Core
12.01 The Historic Core displays a number of significant and consistent architectural
features and details that help to characterise the area.

A
B

N

P

Fig 22
iece Hall Environs
Development Brief

Roofscape : A highly articulated, detailed and undulating roofscape is consistent throughout
the Historic Core
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A

B

Streetscape:
Buildings are detailed to participate in 			
meaningful, active streetscape promoting 		
legibility and intrigue

Facade Articulation:
Vertically emphasised embayments
Narrow, irregular rhythm breaks up the scale of
the scale of the larger buildings

Roofline:
TOP
Inconsistent eaves punctuated by irregular and 		
prominent vertical elements
[Typical for Historic Core: In General]

Storey Articulation:
Building facade can be clearly read as three 		
distinct elements; retail frontage, main body and 		
articulated roofscape

BOTTOM Consistent eaves punctuated by regular and
prominent vertical elements
[Typical for Key Buildings within Historic Core]
Fenestration:
Elevating void over solid
Vertically proportioned
Active frontage at ground floor level
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Architectural Detailing: The Historic Core

Highly articulated rooflines comprising distinctive and elaborate features including fenestration and ornament to mark corners and building entrances

Distinctive detailing prevails

Materials / Colours / Textures - Predominantly stone, often distinctive detailing

Environs
Distinctive detailing prevails
P iece Hall
Development Brief
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12.02 The Historic Core buildings comprise one or two early Elizabethan and Jacobean
buildings, but in the main are 19th century Commercial, Trade, Institutional and
Public buildings constructed in a locally derived idiom much influenced by the
French Baroque. Much of this is carefully and magnificently executed in fine ashlar
stonework, with slated roofs (Yorkshire and Welsh slates especially the latter from
the 1830s onwards, owing to the development of railway supply-chain-train). The
buildings are of exaggerated storey height varying in overall height between 3 and
6 stories. The roofscape has abundant sculptural and almost theatrical quality and
quantity with many lead finials, dormer and lantern protrusions. Other materials of
construction include ceramic tiles, faience, terracotta, brickwork, timber and metals
of various types. Shopping arcades incorporate cast and wrought-iron colonnettes
and finely worked hardwoods and dense grained softwood window joinery.
Roofline
12.03 Above the cornices (or corbelled eaves, in some cases) of the historic buildings, as
illustrated, there is balustrading, with set-piece urns and ball finials (see also Somerset
House on Rawson Street, for example - c. 1766). Also illustrated are ogee spire and finial
combinations, and a variety of pedimented gables, or gablets, in pseudo-baroque style.
It is likely that there was a certain amount of competitive building and stylisation
occurring at the end of the nineteenth century, as builder and developer/ owner
sought to outdo his neighbour.
Fenestration
12.04 As Illustrated, the windows are predominately sliding sash (mainly Victorian 2 over
2) with thin glazing bars. Other styles illustrated are fixed-light decorative and
split-framed, fixed and pivot- lights within a stone-mullioned and transom setting,
an industrial 6 light (2 panes wide, by 3 in height) and a composite arched headed
window-fan-light over split lower fixed lights. All the illustrated windows are
manufactured in timber and all are painted, mainly cream or off -white, with the
occasional departure to dark blue-green. The glass is mainly float, but some is earlier
and the decorative glazing noted earlier can be extremely delicate and finely crafted
(shop-front transom lights to north-west blocks of the town centre).

Materials / Textures
12.05 All the examples illustrated are of various types of coursed stonework - nearly all
cropped faced with tooling rather than anything else. There are some areas of
smooth ashlar, and where this occurs then other features such as planted pilasters
or colonnetes, string courses with moulding to head and base, panelled plinths
and exaggerated formalised squared rustication are found. On some elevations the
overall texture of the walling is of coursed ‘rubble’ effect, but mostly in the central
parts this gives way to formal stonework, smooth, well-selected, beautifully finished
and with a hue and lift which occurs from the quarry bedding planes - an effect
that cannot be replicated by artificial cast or moulded stone - either sandstone or
gritstone pretenders.
Entrances & Doorways
12.06 There is an eclectic variety of doorways and, as illustrated, they range from
the classical-baroque transitional period in style to simple arch-headed with a
protruding keystone and segmental voussoirs to doorways with an arched canopy.
The carriage archway of the early Victorian and pre-Victorian period is particularly
attractive for its subtle 3 point - radiused shape and its simplicity. There is a
doorway arch-headed, with panelled doors set deep underneath a curved canopied
and moulded string course, with balustrading over, and flanked by ionic capitals.
Other illustrations indicate considerable moulding to the door surrounds which must
be in painted external quality gritty plasterwork.
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The Warehouse Typology
12.07 Adjacent to the Historic Core, to the South East of the Piece Hall, are a number of
autonomous warehouse buildings. Their number is sufficient to characterise this area
and they also display a number of significant and consistent architectural features
and details.

A

N

Environs
P iece Hall
Development Brief

Fig 23

Roofscape: A modest and consistent pitched roofscape typifies this area.
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A

Streetscape:
Buildings are generally autonomous and do 		
not participate in a meaningful streetscape. 		
There is no public activation at street level 		
which undermines the pedestrian experience.

Facade Articulation:
Vertically emphasised block
Wide, with no rhythm

Roofline:
Consistent eaves without relief, broken only to 			
accommodate gable ends in places

Storey Articulation:
Building facade can be subtly read in terms of 			
storey height articulated by fenestration ratio

Fenestration:
Balance of solid to void
Grid proportions, subtle vertical emphasis
Fenestration reduces in size towards the top of the
building, which helps to reduce the scale of the block
Inactive frontage at ground floor level
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Architectural Detailing: The Warehouse Typology

Whilst the eaves are consistent, they are often detailed and corners / changes in undulation are marked with a feature. Feature windows used to mark gable ends.

Distinctive detailing prevails

Materials / Colours / Textures - Predominantly brickwork, red used sparingly immediately adjacent to the Piece Hall

Environs
Distinctive
detailing prevails
P iece Hall
Development
Brief
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12.08 The Warehouse buildings are stolid robust buildings with duo-pitched roofs in slate,
and are constructed mainly again in a variety of stone finishes depending upon the
status of separate parts of the buildings - some ashlar. There is a lot of crop- faced and
tooled stone and a small amount of pitched faced work, especially to the basement
and ground floor areas (influenced of course by the Classical measures). There is a
wider variety of materials than at first might be apparent, with brickwork , natural,
painted and glazed, and some timber clad extensions . These are not apparent at first
looking, and are mainly ancillary to the overall purpose and style of building. The
warehouses are rectangular and tall with more even floor-to-floor heights than their
commercial neighbours.
Roofline
12.09 Eaves are usually characterised with a cornice, or more commonly with a corbelled
string course, which provides a ready eyeline / skyline. This varies in general
height from pavement level, from building to building, so that although there is a
strong sense of the blocks of buildings created by entrepreneurs, philanthropists
and capitalist developers of the mid to late 19th and early 20th century being a
fundamental measure of townscape planning, nevertheless the details refreshingly
change. Date stones, scrolls, lavish carved stonework proliferates at this level.
And there is then a set back (either behind a parapet, or in terms of an upper attic
storey) so that the roof function appears above, mainly a warm grey, with handmade
tiles and slates, giving a pleasing texture and providing the scale of unit for the rooflevel.
Illustrated are the corbelled stop-ends to dentillated eaves courses, faux quoins
exaggerated and staggered, high level stone console brackets, which are repeated
in shop front at Ground Level. The painted red brick Square Chapel of 1773 sports a
large bulls-eye window, and the style of the building generally is much more from the
classical repertoire although in a much simpler form and with more straightforward
detailing than its illustrious neighbour-the Piece Hall.

Fenestration
12.10 The detailing is distinctive and fairly straightforward here, although in the
commercial core to the town the pseudo French Baroque style becomes more ornate.
Apart from the Square Chapel window within its Venetian Window format, which
has ultra thin glazing bars (usually associated with cast iron rather than wood), many
buildings have Baltic pine multi-paned windows, or the more simple local style of 2
panes wide over 3 panes deep, often with the central two windows pivoting. There
are sliding sashes, of various formats in many of the buildings, and by the time we
get to Edwardian building quite a variety of etched and / or decorative glass with
some quite beautiful exercises in top light transom-glazing above shop fronts in the
Commercial quarter. Windows are usually set back at least 100mm or more from the
external face of the elevation.
Materials / Textures
12.11 As illustrated, the materials are of neat coursed stonework - mainly crop-faced, and
often tooled. Pitched face stonework is less common but is found on Victorian period
boundary walls and on some ‘basement’ courses. Illustrated are the cropped faced
stone coursing (often with almost brick-sized stonework) with either smoke blackened
or soot-gritted narrow mortar pointing, and dull dark red brick walls. String courses
occur, in plain ashlar and corners are often ‘framed’ with ashlar and decorative scroll
work. Plain walls occur quite often, with no relief from windows. It is the quality and
rich colour and texture of the sandstone and in some cases, gritstone, which gives
the general textural ‘touch-me’ feeling of a lot of the walls in Halifax. Those facades
and elevations which are created in artificial stonework do not replicate this effect
and in most cases are considered to be a poor compromise when decision-making on
new buildings in the town centre has, in the past, tried to blend with the established
vernacular.
Entrances & Doorways
12.12 A hint of classicism creeps into the historic buildings here with a pedimented framed
doorway, and a simple stonework arched fan-light. The taking-in doors (some topped
at eaves level with a cantilvered pulley and occasionally a small pedimented gablet.
Most taking-in doors in the warehouse buildings are either twinned , some glazed, or
simply wooden panelled doors. The door and doorway to the north elevation of the
Piece Hall is exceptional with Tuscan pilasters, in sandstone, complete with entasis on
the columned pilasters.

